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Executive Summary 

The Indiana LegisIativc Council, in June of 2005, asked the Indiana Gaming Commission 
to study the impact of gaming on Indiana citizens and communities. To carry out this 
request the Gaming Commission hired Policy Analytics, LLC to analyze h e  benefits and 
costs to Indiana citizens and communities of the current system of riverboat casinos. Wc 
utilized a benefitcost approach, comparing the current Indiana policy to an alternative, 
hypo thetical policy in which lndiana does not have any riverboat casinos for fiscal year 
2005. In order to measure the incremental costs and benefits for Lndiana under its current 
policy, we assume that other factors (such as the availabi Iity of gaming in other stat- and 
the avaiiabiliiy of lottery and charitable gaming in Indiana) are held constant. 

The Methodology 

Policy Analytics, LLC coIlec ted and extensively analyzed detailed and comprehensive 
player data in evaluating the effects of casino gaming in the state of Indiana. Casino 
gambling is a very "place-based" economic activity. This report addresses the 
geographically sensirive nature of the social cosis of gambling as well as its benefits. 

This analysis utilizes a methodology to associate the social costs that resulting fiom the 
presence of Indiana's riverboat casinos with the geographic markets into which the 
Indiana Casinos distribute their product. It is that focus on the appropriate geographies 
that allows the report to bring forward additional policy implications For clectcd officids 
in Indiana. 

TabIe E-1: - Calculation of Net Costs and BeneEls to the State of lndiana on the Presence of Casino 
Gambling in FY 2005 $3 

[Oollars in Millions] 

Summary of Costs 

Grinols NORC 
Cost Categories VatuaGon Valuation 

Summary of Benefits 

Policy 
Analysis 

Benefit Categories Valuations 

Social Costs (excluding 
ban kruptcylcrime) $41.87 $19.02 Disbnce Consumer Surplus $52.62 
Bankruptcy $1.21 $1.21 Tax Benefits 15763,23 
Crime $52.1 4 $52.14 Net Change n Profits 160.00 

Regulatory Costs $3.34 $3,34 Change in Transaclional Constraints $0.00 

Subtotal Costs and Benefits $98,56 575.71 $01 5.85 
I 

Net Benefit $717.29 $740.14 1 
Wur- Gmlc lw 01 ol . Gambkrw &hanor arrdl-I ST* [\!MI) C r d s .  Ciamhlmq m h u i c a .  MDI PolqArulyl*I.i, LLC o h l a r m l s  



ncfining Sucial Costs 

In estimating the social costs, this report developed a range of economic valuation based 
on lwo experienced research entities: the National Opinion Research Center WORC] and 
Dr. Earl Grinols, Baylor University, Waco, Texas. Policy Analy tics also collected data 
horn the Indiana Council on Problem Gaming Helpline and the Indiana Voluntaty 
Exclusion Program. 

The social costs examined in this report include: 

Bankruptcy; 
Crime; 
Unemployment and loss of productivity; 
Poor health and mental health problems; and 
Divorcc. 

The social costs of gambling flow from the diagnoses which psychologists have defined 
as both problem and pathological gambling. The difference between problem aod 
pathological gambIers lies in the intensity of he behavior. A problem gambler exhi bits 3 
or 4 of thc behavioral characteristics, whereas a paihological gambler exhibits 5 or more. 
A comprehensive list of the behaviors is found on page 35, however several of thcm are 
shown below. 

I . Preoccupation: Individual is preoccupied with gambling. 
2. Tolerance: Nccds to garnbIe with increasing amounts of money to achieve the 

desired excitement. 
3. Withdrawal: Is restless or irritable when trying to stop or cut down on 

gambling. 
4. Escape: Garn bles as a way of escaping from problems. 
5. Loss of control: Has repeated and unsuccessful cfforls to control, cut back, or 

stop gambling. 

Using regression analysis and the detailed informalion regarding gambling activity this 
report demonstrates a significant relationship between proxinlity lo a casino and higher 
incidences [adj usred for populahn] of problem or pathological gambling. This confirms 
other work done nationally. 

This study estimates that an additional 6,178 (0.13% of Lndiana Adults) problem 
gamblers, and an addi tiorlal 1 2,356 (0.26%. of Indiana Adults) pathological gamblers can 
be attributed to the inlroducrion of riverboat casinos. These riurnbers are relatively small 
because riverboat casirlos it1 Ir~diana are located on the edges of the state. As a result, 
only a relatively small proportion o l  Indiana's population residcs within 50 miles of a 
casino. Given the proximity of Indiana's casinos to large population centem (such as 
Chicago, Cincinnati, and Louisville) 66% of total turnstile admissions are fiom non- 
Indiana patrons. 



Additional Social Cost Findings 

Crime: Approximately 8% of crime in counties containing casinos is attributable to the 
presence of casinos. The hgible cost to Lndiana residents horn additional crime in fiscal 
year 2005 is estimated to be $52: 14 million. 

Bankruptcy: It is estimated that 774 bankruptcies within Indiana can be attributed to the 
presence of casinos for the fiscal year 2005. This is 1.4% of total bankruptcies in 
Indiana. These additional bankruptcies result in a measurable cost 10 Indiana residents 
approximating $1.2 1 milIion for the year. 

Other Social Costs: Policy Analytics, LLC uses a range to estimate social costs other 
than crime and bankruptcy. This range is based upon scholarly literature. Tlie estimated 
social costs to Indiana for fiscaI year 2005 are between $19.02 million and $4 1.87 million 
in additional costs relating from job loss, unemployment, health costs, mental health 
costs, gambling treatmen4 and divorce. 

Regulatory Costs: Indiana spent $3.34 million For casino regulation in fiscal year 2005. 

Defming Benefits 

Policy Analytics, LLC gathered and ana1y~e.d detailed player data in determining the 
benefits of casino gaming to the state of Indiana. This player data was analyzed in 
relation to player geography. Many of the results of this benefit-cost analysis seem to be 
a result or he placement or Indiana's riverboats. The location of Indiana's casinos, 
across from major population centers in other states, imports benefits in the form of 
economic activity and taxes into the state. 

Analyzing the player data in relation to geography yields a total benefit of $8 15.85 
million for fiscal year 2005. As can be seen in TabIe E. I ,  the benefit categories include 
distance consumer surplus and tax benefits, as we11 as local incentive paymenk and 
transactional constraints. Distance consumer surplus measures how much consumers 
would be willing to pay to be closer to a location offering a particular good or service. 
Distance consumer surplus depends on both the startiag distance to the nearest casino and 
the final distance to the nearest casino. 

Tax benefits as stated in Table E. 1 are the net amounts of admission. wagering, properly. 
and sales taxes, reduced by the displacement or lottery and charitable gaming and other 
sales taxes. This net change in tax revenue for Indiana is used to rcduce other taxes on 
Indiana citizens and finance state and locaI government. 

Distancc Consumer Surplus: The total gain to Indiana citizcns from the proximity lo  the 
recreation offered at casinos in the state is cstirnated at $52.62 million for fiscd year 
2005. 



Tax Benefits: The estimated net increase in Indiana's state and local taxes due to 
Indiana's regulatory and tax policies for fiscal year 2005 is $763.23 million. 

Policy Analytics, LLC findings demonstrate a net result of having in casinos in the state 
provides a significant net benefit that outweighs the costs associated with local casinos. 
The net result, as secn in Table E. I ,  is estimated to be at a minimum $7 17.29 million. 

Findings 

1. The benefits 10 Indiana citizens from Indiana's policy of licensing and 
regulating riverboat casinos are significantly greater han I he costs, providing 
greater than $700 million in net benefits. 

2. Proximity to casinos results in higher rates of problem gambling, bankruptcy, 
and crime. l'his has policy implications for provision of problem gambling 
treafment programs--specifically resources to treat problem gambling should 
be geographically clustered near casino host cornmuni tics. 

3. lndiana citizens gain horn enhanced proximity to the entertainment provided - .  
by casinos - a net benefit of $52.6 million. 

4. The location of Indiana's casinos at or near the borders of the state serves both 
lo increase the benefits, by importing taxes from out-of-state players; and acts 
to decrease the social cost3 by exporting the problems associated with out-of- 
state gamblers. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

This report is a summary benefit-cost analysis. While the work contained herein 
moves the body of analysis forward on Indiana's gambling economy, additional 
questions need to be addressed. The 1999 Indiana Gambling Impact Study 
Commission s u e s  on page 28, "Indiana should support ongoing research to monitor 
the fiscal, economic, and social impacts or legal and illegal gaming in the slate." 

This report would echo that statenlenl and provide the following areas for possible 
inquiry: 

A. Survey research, while costly, would assist in devcloping a better 
understanding of the spcci fic geographies and demographics wl~crc prohlen~ 
and pathological ganl bling are most prevalent in Indiana. 

8. 'Tax policy regarding w i n o  gaming is onen a creature of govemmcntal 
emergency and legislative convenience. An exploration of different tax policy 
regimes should yield a better sense of how the state can provide efficiency to 
its casitros and maximize revcnue yield for state and local governn~ents. 
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I. The Issuc: 

The Impact of Indiana Riverboat Casinos on Indiana Citizcns and Communities 

Legislative Council Resolution 05-0 I charged the Indiana Gaming Research Department 
with studying the "impact of gaming on Indiana citizens and communities (HB 1342)" 
and the "'effects of gambling on Indiana citizens (per letter from Rep. welch)."' 
Representative Welch's letter rcqucsts that the Gaming Commission "include in its 
independent study the effects of gatn bl ing, specifically the levels of addiction; 
gambling's role in bankruptcies and real estate foreclosures; and social wsts (crime, loss 
OF work productivity, suicide, stress-related illness, divorce, domestic violence, ctc.y2 

Policy Analytics, LLC was contracted to perfonn independen1 analysis for the Indiana 
Gaming Commission in response to this rcsearch request by the Indiana Legislative 
Council. Specifically, we were asked to study both the benefits and costs Lo Indiana 
citizens and communities of Indiana's ten riverboat casinos under the current regulatory 
and tax regime. This research report conlpares both the benefits and costs for Indiana's 
citizens and communiiies of [ndiana's current regime of ten riverboat casinos with a 
hypothetical situation in which there are no riverboat casinos in Indiana. This 
comparison allows for estimates of the additional benefits and social costs to lndiana 
citizens and communities of the legal riverboat casino gambling in Indiana 

We estimate these additional benefits and costs for Indiana cilizens and communities over 
a time frame of one year, fiscal year 2005. Fiscal year 2005 in Indiana starled on July I ,  
2004 and ended on June 30,2005. Using this recent data aids in producing a timely and 
relevant report. Patterns of patronage and travel may have changed due to the 
introduction ofdockside gaming in Indiana on July 1,2002 and changes in policies in 
other sbtes. Changes in taxation policy in Indiana and other states, particularly Illinois, 
may have caused important changes in the casino market. These changes may have 
changed the benefits andlor cosb of lndiana riverboat casinos on the economic wcfl- 
being 01 Indiana citizens. 

It is imporlant to clearly state the aims and scope of this research report at h e  outset. We 
estimate the changes in benefits and costs for Indiana between thc current policy regime 
and an alternative policy regime in which Indiana did not have riverboat casinos, hoIding 
other factors constant. One important factor assumed to be unchanged during our 
anaIysis is the availability of other forms of legal gambling. 

Other Forms or legal gambling available within Indiana include the Hoosier lottery, 
charitable gambling, betting on horse racing at Indiana Downs, Hoosier Park, and five 
off-track befling ~acilities.~ Casinos currently operate in other states including Illinois, 
Michigan, Nevada, and New Jersey. Each of the statcs bordering lndiana; Illinois, 

1 This Legislative Council Resorution was adopted on June 16. 2005. 
2 Letter from Representative Welch, May 19, 2005. 

lndiana Downs is located in Shelbyville. Hoosier Park is in Anderson. OH-track betting facilities 
are at Hoosier Park, Clarksville, Fort Wayne, Indianapolis. and Merrillville. 



Michigan, Ohio, and Kentucky; operatcs a state lottcry. Our results are not an cstirnatc of 
the total costs and benefits of aII forms of legal gambling in Indiana. We explicitly 
assume that Indiana policies towards these other forms of non-casino legal gambling are 
held constant. FinaIIy, these results should not be viewed as the costs and benefits of 
legal gambling in other states because his study explicitly focuses on Indiana 
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11. Bcnefi t-Cost Mcthodology 

Often policymakers need estimates of h e  real-world positive and negative effects of a 
government policy on people. Individuals have many roles in society as consumers, 
employees, business owners, taxpayers, beneficiaies of government services, neighbors, 
family members, etc. Benefit-cost analysis is used to examine the effects of a policy on 
the well-being of individual members of society. Policies may produce benefits to some 
individuals and costs to other individuals depending on their particular roles in society. 
In some instances a policy could produce net benefits for one group of people, say 
consumers, and net c a t s  to another group of people, tax payers. 

Benefits and costs !?om a government policy can be measured in terms of their effects on 
people in their roIes as consumers (consumer surplus), producers (profits), taxpayers and 
beneficiaries of government spending (tax revenue), and people affected by external 
benefits or costs (positive andlor negative externalities). The general methods used by 
policy analysis to calculate benefits and costs are described in authoritative references on 
cost-benefit analysis such as GramIich (1 990) 
and Nas (1996). [,itemlly thousands of 
government policies and projects have been 
analyzed using the tools of benefi t-cost 
analysis. 

A bcnefit-cost study compares total benefils Lo 
people with iota1 costs to people. A listing of 
benefik and costs Cor Indiana ci tizcns 
imp1 icilly places equal weighl on a dollar of 
value regardless of what group of Indiana 
residents receives that dollar of value. 
However, by describing what groups of Indiana residents receive a benefit or cost from a 
policy a bene fit-cosr study can provide policymakers with additional informalion on thc 
distributional consequences of the policy. Policymakers can then use the results of a 
bencfit-cost study lo make vduc judgments based on lhe weighls they place of di fferent 
groups of individuals who receive benefits and costs. 

There are few things wholly evil or 
wholly good. Almost every thing, 
especially of gover nrnen t pol icy, is 
an inseparable compound of the 
two; so that our best judgment of 
the preponderance between them 
is continually demanded. 

Abraham Lincoln, 1848 

Benefitcost analysis must be careful to measure benefits that may not have an obvious 
pricc in the marketplace. Some benefit! such as the amenity value of a recreational 
facility are somewhat difficult to measure. The willingness of consumers to pay for 
enhanced access to a recreational Cacility may be obtained using survey techniques. The 
amenity value of a recreational facility may be estimated from thc travcl costs incurred. 
External benefits and external costs require careful analysis to calculate properly. By 
their nature as benefits or cosh imposed on other individuals outside oFa marketplace 
transaction, externalities are usually not priced in a market. Thc literature on the extcrnal 
costs resulting from gambling has dificulty in placing dollar values on the social costs of 
problern and pathological gambling. 
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Care should be taken in benefit-cost analysis to enumerate ail benefits and costs. 
However, a benefit-cost study musl also avoid double-counting either a benefit or a cost. 
For example, increased tax revenue may properly bc counted as benefit to society when it 
is a result of a policy. However, measuring both an increase in tax revenue and the value 
o € the projects h d e d  with the additional revenue would incorrectly overstate h e  benefit 
of a policy. ?he extra tax revenue or the value of the project should be counted, but not 
both. Care should be taken to derive the benefits to people and the costs to people oEa 
policy from economic principles. 

A Taxonomy of Benefits and Costs for Indiana 

GrinoIs and Mustard (200 1) and Grinols (2004) develop an exhaustive and mutually 
exclusive listing of the benefits and costs of a policy of licensing, regulating, and taxing 
regional casinos. We apply their methodology to questions of the effect of riverboat 
casinos on Indiana though a detailed and rigorous development of the benefits and cosk 
of riverboat casinos to Indiana citizens. This rigor avoids confusion abut  what items are 
benefits or costs for iodiana This rigorous methodology also avoids the probIem of 
doubleaunting a benefit or cost It also avoids the problem of needlessly omitting a 
benefit or cost to Indiana. This rigorous methodology also aids in correctly stating how 
each benefit or cost should be computed. This detailed methodology has been praised in 
a schoIarly book review that waq somewhat critical of other park of Grinols' book 
Gerstein writes: 

"The book includes roughly 20 pages dehiling a comprehensive economic calculus to 
assess the costs and benefits of casinos, along with a thorough critique of the tunnel- 
visioned 'economic impact' studies that are produced typically under the sponsorship of 
prospective casino owners, operators or economic development councils. These focus 
largely on enumerating the jobs needed to conshct and oprate the new facilities and the 
presumptive multiplier effects of thosc jobs on the local economy. Professor Griaols' 
calculus and critique comprise the core technical contributions or the book, and they 
merit discussion and dissemination by economists, sociologists, political scientists and 
policy analysls interested in gambling and comparable donlains." 

We compare the sum of social welfare in Indiana between two situations. In scenario 1, 
ten riverboat casinos operate under the regulatory and tax regime Indiana adopted for 
fiscal year 2005. In scenario 0, Indiana does not license or permit any riverboat casinos 
lo operate. While drawing on Grinols and Mustard's (200 1) theoretical modeling and 
exposition, we modify their approach in order to focus on benefits and costs for hdiana 
because this study was directed to examine the "impact of gaming on Indiana cilkns and 
communities." The study does not consider the effects of Indiana policy on individuals 
outside of Indiana. 

Under both of these scenarios other forms of gambling are available to lndiana and non- 
Indiana citizens. Under both scenario 0 and scenario i ,  Indiana and all states bordering 

4 
Gerstein, Dean R. "Review of Gambling in America: Costs and Benefils." Addidion. Vol. 100. No. 1. 

2005. p. 133. 



Indiana operate state lolteries, casinos are available in IIIinois and Michigan, charihblc 
gambling, such as bingo is legally available, and wagering on horse racing is available in 
Indiana and other states. Undcr both scenarios individuals may engage in illegal 
wagering in pcrson, by phone, or using the internet. This methodology produws a list of 
the additiond benefits and costs summed over Indiana citizens of the ten riverboat 
casinos in Indiana by comparing scenario 0 with scenario 1. 

This detailed cconomic model is developed in abbreviated form in Chapter I1 and in 
detail in Appendix A. Here we describe a summary of the benefits and costs of Indiana 
of moving from scenario 0 to scenario 1.  The benefits and costs to lndiana citizens of 
Indiana's current regulatory and taxation policies of licensing ten riverboat casinos are 
listed bclow: 

I .  Net change in profits accruing to all Lndiana residents measured across all 
businesses owned by Hoosiers. 

2. Net increase in tax revenue measured across a I1 Indiana tax revenue sources. 
3. The gain for Indiana consumers horn increased proximity to entertainment at 

a casino. 
4. Capital gains for Indian citizens induced by new economic activity such as 

increased housing prices. 
5 .  Consumer gains from relaxing transactional constraints on consumer 

choices. 
6.  The gain to Indiana consumers from changes in prices. 
7. Net change in the cost of cxtcrnali tics on individuals in terms of real 

rcsouTces. 

We describe each of these benefits and costs below. Some of the i terns in this list could 
theoretically be benefits or costs for Indiana citizens. For exarnpIe, a net increase in tax 
revenue in lndiana would be a benefit of a policy. However, ir there was a net reduction 
in tax revenue measured across all hdiana tax revenue sources; this would be a cost of 
the policy. Based on the Iater analysis in this report, items 1-4 will be net bcnefits for 
Indiana citizens. Items 5 and 6 are estimated to have zero effect on Indiana citizcns. 
Item 7 represents increased costs to lndiana citizens. Section IV estimates benefits for 
Indiana in dollars from items 1-4 on this list and discusses why items 5 and 6 have no net 
effect on Indiana citizens. Section V describes social costs associated with gambling and 
estimate the dollar value of the net change in the costs of externalities. 

There is an additional caveat when considering the costs and benefits. Many economic 
analyses utilize economic models of a region's economy to find the entire response to a 
particular investment or change in policy. In these studies, a rnodcl will estimale 1101 ody 
the initial change but all of the "spinaffs" that are associated with that change - al least 
until an equilibrium is reached. This analysis is focused on the "current year net benefits 
and costs" and not on the final or total economic impact. We believe that a complete 
economic impact modeling analysis would be beyond the scope of this project and would 
un-ncccssarily muddy the attcmpt undertaken here to connccl both henefits and costs 
geographically. 
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I.  Net chatzge in profib accruing to all Indiat~a residetlts measured across all 
businesses o wed by Hoosiers 

The net change in profits accruing to all Indiana residents summed over all business 
sectors should be calculated. The reason that higher net profits accruing to Tndiana 
citizens is a benefit is because these higher net profits allow Indiana citizens to purchase 
additional goods and services. This benefit is different than the profits of only the 
riverboat casino sector of the Indiana economy because we much sum the change in 
profits across all parts of the Lndiana economy and because some of the profits from 
Indiana riverboat casinos accrue to non-Indiana residents. The introduction of riverboat 
casinos in Indiana causes profits of the riverboat casinos to change from zero under 
scenario 0 to over $170.000 million in equity cash flow to equity holders. For the most 
recent fiscal year available, FY 2003, tobl cash flow to equity holders was 
$172,787,000.~ 

2. Net increase in taw revenue measured across aU Indiona tcu: revenue sources 

This is the change in Indiana tax revenue from all sources. Higher net Indiana tax 
revenue aIIows lndiana citizens to benefit horn lower hxes on other things and/or higher 
levels of public goods. Wagering taxes paid by the casinos are a measure of the gross tax 
revenue paid by the riverboat casino industry. The net change in all Indiana state and 
local government revenue sources will be lower Lhan this gross amount. Section iV will 
calculate this net gain in Indiana tax revenue. 

3. The gait1 for Ifldiana cotrsumers from increased proximity to efiferlairrmer~ f at a 
carino 

One benefit to Lndiana citizens of the current regime of riverboat casinos is a resuIl of 
increased proximity to the entertainment available at casinos. This benefit may be less 
visible than h e  net change in profits and tax revenue, but it measures a direct benefit to 
Indiana consumers. All Indiana counties are within 250 miles of a casino under s c e n ~ o  
0, without hdiana riverboat casinos. In scenario 1, many Lndiana residents are closer to 
the entertainment amenity of riverboat casinos. Distance consumer surplus is the amount 
of money Indiana citizens would be willing to pay to be closer to he entertainment 
offered at riverboat casinos. It is a measure of the value of increased consumption 
possibilities for Indiana consumers. Calculating this consumption value involves 
comparing the distance when the nearest casino in sccnario 1 is closer compared to when 
the nearest casino is farther away in scenario 0, while remaining no worse OK This nel 
benefit to Indiana citizens is the sum over all Lndiana citizens of distance consumcr 
surplus. 

4. Capital gains for Indian cih'zem induced by new economk activity such as 
increased housirtg prices 

2004 Annual Report of the Indiana Department of Gaming Research. Indiana Department of 
Gaming Research. p. 22. 
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This benefit is the increased value of things owned by Indiana cilizens between scenarios. 
It is summed over the change in value for all Indiana citizens. For example if sccnario I 
generates additional economic activity which increases the demand for housing and other 
real estate in Indiana, this capital gain is a net benefit for Indiana 

5. Consumer gains from relaxing nun-price constraints on consumer choices 

This is calculated as the change in utility of from relaxing non-price, transactional 
constraints summed over all Indiana citizens. The most important transactional 
constraints might be i n  labor markets. If individuals are willing to work for a reservation 
wage, but cannot find a job at that wage because of transactional barriers, they may suffer 
from involuntary unemployment. If there is a change in the sum over all Indiana citizens 
of transactional constraints in moving from scenario 0 to scenario I ,  this change would be 
a benefit to Indiana citizens. In Section IV, this study examine the effects of the 
introduction of riverboat casinos on unemployment and whether there is any evidence on 
this possible benefit to Fndiana citizens. 

6. The gain for Indiana comruners from changes in pricer 

If the introduction of riverboat casinos in Indiana favorably changes the odds for Lndiana 
residents this would be a reduction in prices. Lower prices irlcrease the economic well- 
being of consumers. This is called consumer surplus. If Indiana riverboats are similar to 
other regional casinos in the odds of the games, then this term will be zero. In this case, 
all of the increases in the economic well-being of Indiana citizens as consumers will be in 
the form of distance consumer surplus discussed in item 3 above. 

7. Net challge in the cost of externalities on individuals in tertm of real resources 

If a scenario results in larger externalities so that more resources are used dealing with 
those externalities, then (he cost of these resources are a net cost to Indiana. Social costs 
that would be incurred in scenario 1 but not in scenario 0 enter the cdculus through this 
equation- It should be noted this cost is the net change in resources to deal w i h  
externalities generated by moving from scenario 0 to scenario 1 for Indiana. This cost to 
lndiana citizens is not the total costs of a11 real resources using in dealing with any 
gambling problem. It is only the real resources used to deal with gambling problems due 
to the riverboat casinos. 



111. Background: Indiana's Ten Riverboat Casinos 

Indiana legalized casino gaming on riverboat casinos with [he passage of the Riverboat 
Gam biing Act in 1 993. The Act also established the Indiana Gaming Commission, 
vesting the commission with the authority to issue no1 more than eleven riverboat 
licenses in specified areas of the state and to regulate he operation of these riverboats. 
Casino Aziar, the first riverboat casino in Indiana, located in Evansville, opened al the 
end of 1995. There are currently a total of 10 riverboat casinos operating in Indiana. In 
addition, there couId be an 11' license issued for casino operation in Orange County in 
the future. 

Each of the riverboat casinos, the date on which gaming commenced and the location of 
the casino are listed in Table 3.1. The number of electronic gaming devices and table 
games for each casino are also displayed. 

The location or  Indiana riverboat casinos are on the northern and southcm edges of the 
slale. The FIorseshoe, Majestic Star, Resorts, and Trump Casinos in Lake County arc 
very close to Chicago, Illinois. 'Thc Blue Chip Casino in Michigan City, LaPorte County 
is  near thc Indiana-Michigan border. Argosy Casino in Dearborn Counly, Grand Vicloria 
in OIlio County, and Bellerra Casino in Swikerland County are close to [he Cincinnati. 
Ohio ~netropoli tan area which spills over into Northern Kentucky. Caesars Casino in 
I [arrison County is across the Ohio Rivcr from the Louisville, Kentucky metropolita~~ 
area. Casino Aztar iu Varlderburgh County is across the OIlio River fro~n Kentucky. 

Table 3.1 - The 10 Riverboat Casinos in Indiana 

Casino 

Argosy Lawrenceburg Dearborn 12130192 2.396 87 
Belterra BeIterra Switzerland 10126196 ? ,607 56 
Blue Chip Michigan City LaPdRe 811: 8193 1 ,?I 9 47 . 3 
Caesars Elizabeth Harrison 11119194 2,349 141 
Casino Attar EvansviIle Vanderburgh 1211 7/91 1,378 49 
Grand Victoria Rising Sun Ohio 1 0/3192 1.489 42 
Horseshoe Hammond Lake 6128192 2.000 48 
Majestic Star Gary Lake 611 0192 1,615 48 
Resorts East Chicago Lake 411 3193 1,965 67 
Trump Gary Lake 611 0192 1,388 60 

Source: 2005 Annual Report, Indiana Gaming Commission 
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Figure 1: Counties with Riverboat Casinos 
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' k s c  locations of riverboat casinos in Indiana havc important consequences for both the 
benefits and costs OF casinos for Indiana. Regulations resulting in riverboat casinos 
locating along the Indiana state border across from major populalion ccnters in olher 
states increase the likelihood that the patrons of these riverboat casinos will bc from 
outside of Indiana. This increases thc ability of Indiana to export a significant share o € 
the tax burden fiom casino taxes to casino patrons horn oursidc o f  Indiana. 

WhiIe the locations of riverboat casinos in Indiana are close to major population centers 
outside of Indian% Indiana riverboat casinos are more distant Gom the rnajor Indiana 
populalion cenlers of Indianapolis and Fort Wayne. Locating riverboat casinos on the 
edges of Indiana may hold down patronage of casinos by Indiana citizens. This may 
result in relative1 y smalIer co~lsumption benefits for Indiana citizens horn the 
consumplion amenity of enhanced proximity to the entertainmenl offercd ai riverboar 
casinos. It may also hold down h e  social costs or riverboat casinos to Indiana by 
maximizing the distance between some major Indiana population centers and casinos. 

Indiana's Len riverboat casinos generated total adjusted gross revenue (AGR) of $2.407 
billion dollars in fiscal year 2005. AGR is the amount bet by casino pakons less thc 
amount paid out in winnings to casino patrons. There were a tola1 of 26,697,045 
admissions to riverboal casinos in Indiana in fiscal year 2005. 'IBble 3.2 adjustcd gross 
revenue, admissions, and AGR per admission for each riverboat in FY -2005. 



Table 3.2 - Adjusted Gross Revenue, Admissions, and AGR per 
Admissions for Indiana Riverboat Casinos, FY2005 

AGR per 
Casino AGR Admissions Admisssion 

Argosy 
EeIterra 

Blue Chip 
Caesars 

Casino &tar 
Grand Victoria 

Horseshoe 
Majestic Star 

Resorts 
Trump 

Totals $2,401,379,404 26,897,045 $90.17 

I S0urt;e: 2005 Annual Report, lrldiana Gaming Cornmission i 

Firms operating riverboat casinos in Indiana are licensed by the Indiana Gaming 
Commission. Indiana limits entry into the casino industry as described abovc. Riverboat 
casinos in Indiana provide Indiana shte and local govem~enls with several ta.~ sources. 
The state of Indiana taxes riverboat casinos bascd on adjusted gross revenue (AGR) and 
admissions. The wagering lax increases from 1 5% of AGR to a maximum 35% of AGR. 
Riverboat casinos with dockside gaming pay wagering taxes bascd on the following 
graduated sc hcdu le. 

Table 3.3 -Indianam; Wagering Tax Rate 
Schedule I 

Wagering Tax 
Rate (As a 

Percentage of 
Adjusted Gross Revenue IAGR) AGR) 

$0-$25,000.000 15.0% 
$25,000,00.01 - $50,000,000 20.0% 
$50,000,00.01 - $75,000.000 25.0% 
$75.000,000,01 - $1 50.000.000 30.0% 

Over $1 50.000.000 35,0% 

In fiscal ycar 2005, all tcn operating riverboat casinos in Indiana chose to have docksidc 
gaming and pay the graduated wagering tax. Riverboat casinos that choose to not have 
docksidc gaming would pay a flat 22.5% of AGR in wagering taxes. 



Each riverboat casino pays the state of Indiana a $3.00 admissions tax for cach person 
admitted to the casino. A dollar o l  the admissions tax is distributed to the ciry in which 
the casino is located. A dollar of the admissions tax is  also distributed to Lhe county in 
which the casino is located. Sixty-five cents of the admission tax is distributed to the 
Indiana L-Iorsc Racing Commission. Fifteen cents ofthe admission tax is distributed to 
the Indiana State Fair Commission. Ten cents of the admission tax is distributed within 
the county hosting the riverboat to local county convention and visitors bureaus. Ten 
cents of the admission tax is distributed to the Indiana Division of Mental Health and 
Addiction. 

Table 3.4 - Riverboat Casino Taxes in Indiana 
[DoIbrs in Millions] 

Local Total Taxes 
Waqering Admtsslon Total Sales Incentive and 

T ~ K  FY Tax IT Gaming Property Property Sales and and Use Paymenb Incentive 
Caslno 2005 2006 Tax Tax Tar Year Use Tax Year. FY 2005 payments 

AYOSY $140.5 $11.4 $151.9 82.0 2003 Si.35 2004 $40.4 $195.7 
Belterra $39,5 $6.0 S 5 . 5  $1.1 2003 m.98 2003 $0.8 $48.4 

Blue Chip $67.7 $8.5 $76.2 $1.4 2001 $0.92 2001 W.6 $83.2 
Caesars 1688.8 $10.2 $90.9 $1.2 2002 $1,26 2002 516.5 $117.9 

Casino Aztar $29.0 $4.7 $33.7 $ 1 .  2003 $0.57 2002 88.8 $44.2 
Grand Vicloiia $37.1 $5.4 $42.5 $0.6 2003 $0.86 2004 $2.4 $46.3 

Horseshoe $128.2 512.5 $140.7 $1.8 2003 $0.78 2003 $24.0 $167.4 
Majestic Star $36.9 $5.3 $42.2 $1.6 2003 $0.28 2003 164.4 848.5 

Resorls $93.7 $11.0 $104.6 $3,8 2001 $0.50 2001 $72.1 $121.1 
Trump $33.3 $5.3 $38.6 $2.6 2002 $0.31 2003 $7.2 $48.7 

Tolals $694.8 $80.1 $7749 $17,4 $7.80 $121.3 $921.4 

Source: 2005 Annual Re*. lrd~ana Gamlnq Commislian; CUP€ Cjcensing R e w s ,  vsious years 

In addition to the wagering and admissions taxes, bolh of which are apply only to 
casinos, riverboats casinos also pay property taxes, sales taxes, food and bevcragc taxcs, 
and inn-keeper taxes. The riverboat casinos also makc local incentive payments to the 
Iocal government as part of their application for a licensc. Examples of these incentives 
includc a percentage of revcnues paid directly to thc local government; capital 
expenditures, including roads and sewage line repairs; and donations to community 
foundations and local nonprofit organizations. For FY 2005, incentive payments totaled 
$12 1,295,111. In addition to incentive payments casinos may also make charitable 
donations. ' 

Table 3 -4 shows the amorult of each lax paid by cach casino. Table 3.4 also displays the 
amount of loca t incentivc payments. Data on wagcring taxes, admission taxes, and 
incenlive payments to localities are from fiscal year 2005. Udortunatcl y, the most recent 
data available on propefly (ax payments and sales tax payments for each casino are a few 
years old. The property tax payments and sales tax payments for cach rivcrboal casino 
are noled in Table 3.4. We were unable to obtain reliable data on food and beverage 
taxes and i~m-keepers taxes. Beverage and inn-keeper taxes are of a much smaller 
~nagnilude than gaming taxes. 
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Total gaming taxes (wagering tax plus admission tax) were $774,874,180 in FY 2005. 
Total taxes paid by casinos plus local incentive payrnenl are estimated lo be 
$921,4 12,8 18 for fiscal year 2005. 

Wages, EmpIoyment - In and Out of State 

'TabIe 3.5 shows employment for each casino. Unfortunately, employment data was 
unavaihble for fiscal year 2005. The most recent data on employment and wages 
available was only for fiscal years 2001 to 2003. Total employment reported in the most 
recent year available was over 14,400. Total wag& for the most recent year reported are 
over $508 mill ion dollars. Average wages per employee for the most recent year 
available range from approximately $26,500 to $43,600. 

Table 3.5 also displays the perceniage of employees that are minorities, the percentage of 
employees who reside in the same county as he riverboat casino, and the percentage of 
employees who reside in Indiana The percentage of employees who are minorities in the 
most recent year reported ranges from 2% to 82%. The percentage of employees who 
resident in the county where hey are employed at a riverboat casino range from 24% to 
80% for the most recent year available. The percentage of empioyees who reside in 
lndiana mnges from 67% to 92%. 

I 

TabIe 3.5: - Employment at Riverboat Casinos 
[Oollars in Millions] 

Employee Emptoyee 
Percentage Percentage Percentage 

Wages per of Minority Resident In withln Wage 
Casino Employees Total Wages Employee Employees County Indiana Year 

Argosy 2.014 $87,820,074 $43.605 7% 40% 92% 2003 
Belterra 1 ,133 $33,642.9 10 $29,694 7% 45% 67% 2003 
Blue Chip 1,204 $38,021,950 $31,580 21% 60% 82% 2001 
Caesars 2.099 $86,559,571 $41,238 14% 24% 67% 2002 
Casino M a r  1.174 $31.160.268 $26,542 17% 73% 91% 2002 
Grand Victoria 996 $32.1 58.275 $32.287 2% 28% 82% 2003 
Horseshoe 2,157 $73,093.404 $33,887 57% 64% 72% 2003 
Majeslic Slar 960 $41,183.927 $42,900 69% 80% 84% 2003 
Resorls 1,793 $57,562,060 $32.1 04 82% 76% 83% 2001 
Trump 895 $26,834,492 $29,983 68% 77% 87% 2003 

Total 14.425 S558.037.431 535.21 9 34% 57% 81% 

Source: CUPE Licensing Reports. variaus years. 



Figure 2: Unemployment Rate Comparison 
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Profits 

The most recent available dab  reveals that in 2003 tile owners of hdiana's ten riverboat 
casinos had an aggregate equity basc OF$ 1 -006 billion invested in the Indiana boats. 
Owners ofthe ten riverboar casinos earned an aher tax return of approximately 17.17% in 
2003. Total cash flow to equily hoIders in 2003 was $1 72,787,000. The riverboat 
casinos are generally publicly tradcd stock corporations. Mmy of these publicly tradcd 
corporations own numerous gaming faci l i t ics in several states. The profits horn thc tc11 
Indiana riverboat accrue lo  tbesc stockholders on the basis of ownership not on the basis 
of place of rcsidence. 

Data on the share of equity in companies operating riverboa1 casinos is unavailable. 
However, the public at large probably owns a diversificd portfolio of stocks including the 
stock of corporations operating riverboat casinos in Indiana. At most Indiana ownership 
of these corporations is proportional to hdiana's sharc of the United Statcs populalion. II 
may be Iower because of international ownership. Indiana's population was 2.12% of the 
total population of the Unitcd States in 2004. Using this percentage as a proxy of 
Indiana's share of ownership in corporations with profits from riverboat casinos 
operating in Indiana praduces an estimated $3.67 million in Indiana casino profits 
accruing lo Indiana ci~izens.~ 

- - 

6 2004 Annual Reparl ol the lndiana Deparbnent of Gaming Research. Indiana Department of Gaming 
Research. p. 23. 



Lntcrsta te Comparisons 

Currently there are twelve statcs that allow non-Native American casino or riverboat 
gaming. These statcs are: Nevada, California, Colorado, South Dakola, Iowa, Missouri, 
Illinois, [ndiana, Michigan, Louisiana, Mississippi, and New Jersey. States allowing 
Native American casino gaming include: Arizona, California, Colorado, Connecticut, 
Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Mexico, New York, North 
Carolin+ North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Washington, and Wisconsin. 

Table 3.6 compares Adjusted Gross Revenue, total taxes, and the effective tax rates of 
several states for fiscal year 2005. Indiana ranks 3rd in total gaming taxes paid by 
casinos. Only Nevada and Illinois collected more gaming taxes in fiscal year 2005. 
Indiana ranked 4Ih in adjustcd gross revenue in fiscal year 2005 behind only Nevada, 
Mississippi, and New Jersey. Indiana's cfffective tax rate is second only to Illinois. One 
reason that lndiana can sustain such high taK ratcs is b e a w e  of limited cntry into the 
Indiana riverboat casino market. 

Indiana has limited entry because state law allows a maximum of eleven casinos and 
requires an extensive approval process for a proposed casino. Lndiana's poIicy of 
licensing only a fixed number of riverboat casinos grants substantial market power to 
Indiana's riverboat casinos. This is in contrast to other states, including Nevada and 
Mississippi, which do not limit the total nurnbcr of casinos. Indiana's poIicy likely leads 
to greater casino profitabilily because the ease of entry into the industry in those olher 
states erode profits. 

Table 3.6: - Comparison of Total Taxes and Effective Tax 
Rates; FY 2005 

Effectlve 
State Total Taxes AGR Tax Rate 

Nevada 
Illinois 
Indiana 
New Jersey 
Missouri 
Louisiana 
Mississippi 
Iowa 

Source: Indiana (3;uning Lbt~unission 2005 An~rual Repa* page 10. 

Table 3.7 shows adjusted gross revenue per admission, gaming tax per square foot of 
casino space, and gaming taxes per admission. Indiana is second in each of  lhese three 
categories behind Illinois. Indiana's gaming taxes of % 1,529 per square foot of casino 
space and gaming tax 0€$29.02 pcr admission are significantly highcr than the samc 
statistics in Iowa, Louisian% ~ississippi, and Missouri. 



TabIe 3.7: - Comparison of Gaming Revenue with Other 
States 

Gaming Taxes Gaming 
AGR per Per Square Taxes Per 

State Admksion Foot Admission 

Illinois $1 15.13 $2.809.64 $52.40 
Indiana $90.09 $1,524.41 $29.02 
Iowa $55.68 $MI -23 f 12-08 
Louisiana $55.36 $853.89 $1 1.84 
Mississippi $49.00 $231.05 $5.86 
Missouri $27.80 $586.20 $7.56 

Sourw: ZOOS Indiana Gaming Commkion Annual Kqwn and Policy h d y l i m  CalmlaIionr, 

Riverboat Attendance and Revcnue from within Indiana and Out-of-State 

We gathered rated player patron data by zip code from Northwest Indiana and Ohio River 
rivcrboat casinos. This rated pIaycr data includes the nurnbcr of admissions by zip code 
and the adjusled gross revenue (AGR) data by zip code. This is the fml analysis for 
lndiana to use both categories of data to estimate the in-state share of admissions and he 
in-state share of AGK. 

Data on the percentage of Lndiana resident and non-residen t rated players attending 
rivcrboat casinos can be combined with total turnstile admission data to estimate the 
number of turnstile admission attributable to Indiana residents and non-residents. Data 
on the percentage of AGR from hdiana resident and non-residenl players can be 
combined with total AGR data to estimatc the share of AGR attributabk to lndiana 
residents and non-residents. The EiClh and sixth columns eslin~ale the number of 
admissions from within Indiana and the nurnbcr of admissions horn outsidc of lndiana 
for fiscal year 2005. The final two columns estimate the dollar amount of AGR that is 
from Indiana patrons and from non-Indiana patrons. The final row ofthe tablc reports 
weighted averages for all Indiana riverboat casinos. We weight the percentage of 
admissions Crom Indiana by the total attendance a1 each riverboat to obtain a weighted 
average. Similarly we weight the percentage o f  AGR from Indiana by the total AGR at 
each riverboat to obtain a weighted average. This estimate is that 34% of total turnstile 
admissions are Erom lndiana patrons. 66% of total turostile admissions are From non- 
Indiana patrons. For hose casinos where zip code level data was unavailable we used 
surveys of casino patrons from Riverboat Gambling in Indiana (Littlepage et a1 1999). 

Of a tokl AGR of $2,407,379,404 in PY 2005, $794,906,976 or 33% is estimated to be 
due to lndiana residents. $i,6 12,472,478, or 67% is estimated to be due to out-of-swe 
patrons. 
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frnm Indiana Residents and OutdfState Patrons, 
FY 2005 

&timated 
Percent af Percent af -mated Humbr of Estimated AGR 

Caslncs (Weighted Patrons AGR from Number of Patro~Jom -maled AGR from Patrons 
Avg by Geqraphic f r ~  Indiana Patrons O & M ~  af f m  Indiana. Ovtslde of 

Reglon) Indiana Patrom from lndlana Indiana Patrons - lndlana 

Norlhwesl Region 31.74% 36.62% 4,170,257 8,968,488 %453.700.909 $785,194,094 
Ohio River Boats 35.91% 29.20% 4,868,893 8.689.407 $341,206,067 $827,278.334 

Statewide 33.86% 33.02% 9,039,150 17,657,895 $794,906,976 $1,612,472,428 

I 
Nde: P c r c c n k  gI Paurns Is c3krnarmi frwn Casim pddnl pla)*r dala. h v h a u  w s r a y  li w a s  srrpplemenlcd by s u w  ddbl from R I m m I  Gmblinfl 
In I n d m :  Ahllyrrts of Impds (=I. AGR i w w l e  k bscd on m I n o  dauwherc oca!ssaryllIs Caladaled horn WbM prlCRn. 

Indiana's Programs for Problem Gambling 

Lndiana created the Voluntaq Exclusion Program (VEP) to address he problem oE 
gambling addiction. The VEP program dIows individuals to voluntarily ban themselves 
horn all casino gaming areas in the state of Indiana e i h r  for 1 year, 5 years, or for life. 
An individual enrolIs in the VEP program by completing a request form in the presence 
of a uniformed security guard at the casino or in the presence of an agent of the lndiana 
Gaming Commission. Participants in the VEP program may choose to exknd the length 
of their ban, but cannot decrease the length of h e i r  ban. After the chosen time period has 
expired, an individual may be removed from the list by contacting the Indiana Gaming 
Commission. VEP members Found in a casino will bc removed from the casino and can 
be arrested for trespassing. Furthermore any jackpot won by a VEP member will be 
confiscated and given to the Indiana Gaming Commission in the form of a fine. [More 
information on problem gambling related prabms is detailed in Chapter V of this 
report-] 

The 1993 Indiana General AssembIy passed a law requiring that ten cents of each 
admission tax to Indiana riverboats will be paid to the Indiana Family and Social Services 
Administration Division of Mental Health. In t 995, the hdiana General Assembly 
amended this law to allow these funds to be used for the prevention and treatment of 
addiction to drugs, alcohol, and compulsive gambling These h d s  were used to 
establish a toll-Cree hotline to provide idormation about these addictions and 25% of rhe 
funds are required to be spent on the prevention and treatment of compulsive gambling. 
The FSSA defines a compulsive gambler as "a person who meets the criteria for Axis I 
diagnosis of pathological gambling in the USM-IV and who continues to gamble despiie 
repetitive harmful consequences. To be eligible for state funded treatment an individual 
must be at or below 200% of the federal povcrty level guidelines and be clinically 
assessed by the Hoosier Assurance Plan Assessment Instrument (HAP[-A). There are 
currently iwcnty-one slate endorsed providers o r  gambling freatmcnt serviccs."' 
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IV. Analysis of Benefits 

Enhanced Recreational Opportunities and Reduced TraveI Cost to Casinos 

One benefit to Indiana citizens ofthe current regime of rivcrboar casinos is increased 
proximity to h e  recrealion availabIe at casinos. Grinols (1999) in tfic Review of 
RegionaI Studies, a peer-reviewed journal edited at Oklahoma Statc University, considers 
how to measure benefits to individuaIs in their roles as consumers From closer proximity 
to casinos. Grinols (2004) describes the methodology he uses in this journal article and 
updates the estimates of distance consumer surplus. These consumption benefits to 
Indiana consumers from shorter travel to the entertainment offcred at riverboat casino 
have received almost no attention in previous studies of the impact of casino gaming on 
Indiana citizens. 

Figure 3: Change in Distance from County to Nearcst Casino 

1 Change in Distance from 1 
County to Nearest Casino 

Change in Distance 
-0 - 29.6 M l e s  

m 56.5 - 105.8 Miles 
105.8 - 155.2 Wles 
1 155.2 - 245.7 Miles 

Introducing m y  ncw recreational or cnteminmcnt facility can improvc tllc economic 
well-hcing for individuals who patronize the new facility. 'Thcse individuals are now 
closer to the ncw facility than thc more distant facility that previously was the closest 
FaciIily to thcm. Closer proximity to an entertainment facility reduces thc costs or lravcl 
Lo thal type of entcrtainmen~. Thcsc reduced tnvel costs are ecol~nlnic benefits ta 
consumers- Distance consumer surplus measures how much consumers would be willing 
Lo pay to be closer to a location offcring a particular good or servicc. 
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If the price of the enterlainmen( was different at new entertainment racililies, tile 
consumer benefih from a change in price would also have to be considered. river boa^ 
casinos in Indiana arc vcry similar to riverboat and non-riverhat casinos in states near 
Indiana. [n some cases riverboat casinos in hdiana are operated by the same firms that 
operate riverboat casinos in states bordering Indiana. There are no reasons to believe the 
introduction of Indiana riverboat casinos changes the odds or price of gaming for Indiana 
citizens compared to other regional casinos. Therefore the consumption benefits to 
Indiana citizens from the introduction of riverboat casinos are solely in the form of 
distance consumer surplus. 

The introduction of riverboat casinos in Indiana reduces the distance to lhe nearest 
regional casino for Indiana residents in most counties. Table 4.1 shows the distance 
between rhe centroid of each county and the nearest casino outside of Indiana and the 
distance between the centroid of each county and the nearest casino within Indiana. 
Table 4.1 also displays the change in the distance to the nearest casino caused by the 
introduction of riverboat casinos in Indiana for each county. Ail counties in Indiana are 
within 250 miles of a casino Iocated outside of Indiana. Alt lndiana &unties a& within 
227 miles of a casino after the introduction of riverboat casinos.in Indiana. The casino 
closest to ~ o u n t a i ~ ~ a r k e ,  and Vermillion Counties is located in IIlinois. In all other 
Indiana counties the closest casino is located within Indiana. 

GrinoIs (2004) provides three methods for estimating the amount of distance consumer 
surplus. Each method produces very similar estimates of the dollar value o f d i s h c e  
consumer surplus per adult. Table 4.1 shows Grinols' estimates of distance consumer 
surplus per adult. Distance consumer surplus depends on both the starting distance to the 
nearest casino and the final distance to [he nearest casino. Intuitively, distanceconsumer 
surplus is higher when the initial distance to the nearest casino is great and the final 
distance to the nearesr casino is small. For example, in Table 4.1, when the starting 
distance to the nearest casino is 50 miles and the fmal distance is 20 miles the distancc 
consumer surplus i s  $8.03- 



Table 4.1 : - Distance BenefW per Adult Calculated by Grinols, 2004 

Distance 
30001 $0.25 $0.84 $1.75 $6.14 $9.84 $17.87 $27.74 $42.81 

Saurae: Grinols. Gambling in Amen-. 2044, p.120. 
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We calculate distance consumer surplus per adult for each Indiana county - the results 
are shown in Appendix B. Distance consumer surplus per adult is b a d  on thc county's 
initial distance to the nearest casino and the find distance to the nearest casino. This is 
reported for each Indiana county in the second column of Appcndix C and shown in the 
figure below. 

$0.00 $0.59 
$0.00 

Figure 4: Consumcr Surplus per Adult 
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The number of adults aged 20 and oIder in each county for 2004 is reported in the third 
column of Appendix C .  Unfortunately, we did not have recent data on the number of 
adults age 21 and older for each Lndiana county. The total dollar value of distance 
consumer surplus for each county is reported in the fmal column of Appendix C.  This is 
computed by multiplying the per adult distance consumer surpius by the population that 
is age 20 and over for each county. Total distance consumer surplus is grealer in counties 
with larger populations and in counties that are now much closer to the nearest casino 
bust of Lhe introduction of Indiana riverboat casinos. 

The total gain to Indiana citizens h m  the consump tion amenity of enhanced proximity 
to the recreation offered at casinos is $52,622, I 76. The population-weighted average for 
41 of Tndiana is $1 1 -65 per adult. This is a significantly tower estimate than Grinols 
(2004). His estimates of the national consumer surpIus fiom the introduction of regional 
'casinos were over $30 per adult. 

These estimates are different because we consider different before and after policy 
regimes than Grinols. Grinols estimated distance consumer surplus by comparing an 
initial situation in which casinos were available only in Nevada and New Jersey to a 
counterfactual situation in which casinos were nearby all Americans. This makes the 
initial distance lo a casino rather high in his analysis. This makes the final distance to a 
casino very small in his analysis. 

The policy we consider is the introduction of riverboat casinos in Indiana. The 
geography of Indiana, the presence of casinos outside of Indiana, and the location of 
riverboat casinos on the northern and southern edges of Indiana result in a lower distance 
consumer surplus per adult for Indiana citizens. AII Indiana counlies are within 250 
miles of a casino in another state. This makes the initial distance to a casino smailer. 
The strategic placement of riverboat casinos in Indiana on the Indiana slate border results 
in the final distance to a casino being greater for some Indiana counties. This also 
reduces the distance consumer surplus benefit per adult for Indiana. 

Net Increase in Indiana State and Local Taxes 

The gross amount of taxes paid in admission taxes, wagering tax on the adjusted gross 
revenue (AGR), and payments to local government are publicly available information 
released by the Lndiana Gaming Commission on a regular basis. Tax payments clearly 
act as a benefit either by reducing he tax burden on other cilizens or by allowing tbe 
government to provide additional services. However, when performing a benefit-cost 
analysis only the net increase in taxes are considered as benefits. 

Money spent at h e  riverboat casinos wodd have been spent elsewhek or saved if 
hdiana did nor have riverbat casinos. Gambling is a form of entcrtainrnent and 
therefore the availability of gambling shifts spending from other forms of entertainment. 
This is the finding of Siegel, Anders, and Yacoub (1998) in a sfxdy of the effect of Native 
American casinos on tax revcnues in Arizona. There casino spcnding displaced spending 
from rerail, resiaurants and bars, hotels and motels, and amusements. Siegel and Anders 



find similar effects in a study of riverboat gambling in Missouri. These results 
demonstrate that a dollar spent at the casino would most IikeIy have been spent on 
another form of entertainment or amusement where it would be taxed at Indiana's 6% 
sales tax rate. 

Another important consideration is where the lax dollars are corning from. Some Indiana 
residents may now be spending entertainment dollars in Indiana casinos, dollars that 
would otherwise have been spent on casino gaming out or slate. lndiana casinos also 
draw non-Indiana residents, thus capturing entertainment dollars that would otherwise 
have been spent outside Indiana. Surveys of casino patrons performed by the Center Cor 
Urban Policy and the Environment show that most out-of slate casino visitors came to 
Indiana specifically to visit the casino. The surveys were performed at 8 of Indiana's 
riverboat casinos. A total of  1,443 patrons were surveyed. Surveyed patrons were asked 
the main reason for their traveling to the community in which the riverboat was docked. 
Ninety-two percent of riverboat patrons indicated that gambling was their primary reason 
for visiting the community. This evidence shows i t  is reasonable to assume that spending 
by non-Indiana residents would have been spent out of state if Indiana did not have 
riverboat gaming. 

Based on the above set of assumptions, the net impact of wagering h x  can be determined 
by first determining the arnoun t o F AGR attributable to Indiana and to non-Indiana 
residents. This is done using estimates of the percent of casino revenues from Indiana and 
non-Indiana residents. These estimates, where possible, are calculated using zip code 
level data on rated casino patrons. The wagering tax on the amount artribulable to non- 
Indiana residents is a net benefit based on the assumpiion that the money wagered would 
have been spent outside Indiana in the absence of riverboat casinos. The wagering tax 
attributable to Indiana residents must be adjusted downward to account for the fact that 
the state would still have received 6% on the amount wagered if it were spent on other 
entertainment options in Indiana. 

Admission tax is handled in the same way with the exception that the amount from 
Indiana and non-Lndiana residents is determined using es tirnates of the fraction of hips to 
casinos from lndiana and non-Indiana residents. The fractions of trips by residents and 
nonresidents were estimated, when possible, using zip code level data on rated casino 
patrons. 

In State fiscal year 2005 gross wagering taxes were $694,783,045 and gross admissions 
taxes were $80,09 1,135 for a total or $774,874,180. Wagering taxes are prngressivc as 
casino AGR increases. The average wagering tax rate, calculated as wagering tax 
divided by adjusted gross revenues (AGR) is 28.86%. This is over 4 times the sales lax 
rate in Indiana. The above methodology arrives at a net increase in state hxes  of 
$647,088,626 from wagering taxes. The net increase in state taxes duc to admission lax 
is $78,464,088. The total net increase in state tax revenues due to wagering and 
admissions taxes is $725,552,7 14. 



Each of the ten riverboat casinos has agreements with its host county to make incentive 
payments. Some of these payments are made on a fixed schedule whilc others vary as a 
function of the casino's AGR. These payments are essentially local taxes which the 
casino has agreed to pay in exchange for the pleasure of conducting business. These 
payments are included here as a benefit with a total value of $12 1 million. 

Property taxes are also a tax benefil. A fraction of the property tax paid is for the value 
of the land and would be paid by some entity even if the riverboat casinos were not there. 
This h c  tioa is estimated to be 10%. Thus the additional amount of property tax 
revenues due to the casinos is estimated at $1 5.66 million. 

Riverhat casinos also pay sales tax and some pay local food and beverage taxes and inn 
keepers taxes. Sufficient dak was not available to determine he net impact of these 
taxes. These other bxes  are of a much smaller magnitude than gaming taxes. 

State lotteries increasingly have faced additional competition from recent expansions of 
legal gaming. The rapid statewide growth in I-Ioosier Lottery sales in he early 1990s 
slowed during the introduction of riverboat casinos between 1995 and 2000. More 
recentIy the Hoosier lottery has experienced growth in sales and profits. 

Spry (2003) in the 2003 Proceedings of the National Tax Association 96th Annual 
Conference on Taxation explored the relationship between the additional competition 
from thc introduction of riverboat casinos in Indiana and lottery sales near riverboat 
casinos. Using a panel of zip code level data on lottery sales horn 1995 lo 2000, Spry 
finds that total Hoosier Lottery sales drop 22.5% within 25 miles of a newly opened 
riverboat casino. 'i'his reduction in total sales was driven primarily by reduced sales of 
instant games and the Hoosier Lotlo game. Perhaps instant games are slrongly and 
negatively af'fected by nearby operating riverboat casinos because casinos are very. 
similar to thc instant gratification that can be provided by quickly winning with a scratch- 
off ticket. 

EIIiott and Navin (2002) in Public Finance Review, a peer-reviewed journal edited at the 
Andrew Young School of Policy Studies, Georgia State University, estimated he average 
statewide reduction in state net lottery revenue associated with introducing riverboat 
casinos into states operating state lotteries. Elliotr and Navin estimate that on average a 
one dollar increase in state casino tax rcvenue crowds out $0.83 in net lottery proceeds to 
the state. 

Fink and Rork (2003) expand on Ellion and Navin's analysis of crowding-out by 
expanding their panel to 1 988-2000 and addressing scl [-selection in the decisions to have 
casino gaming and the decision to have a state lottery. Fink and Rork estimate hat on 
average a one dollar incrcase in stare casino tax revcnue crowds oul$0.56 in net lottery 
proceeds to the state. 
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The location of Indiana's riverboat casinos on  the soulhem and northern edges or the 
state suggests that there might be less crowding out of lottery profits in Indiana because 
the rivcrboa~ casinos arc distant from much of (ndiana's population. We regress annual 
lottery profits (net proceeds to Indiana) on a constant, time trend, and gambling taxes For 
fiscal years 1992-2004. 

We estimate that a one dollar increase in gaming taxes in Indiana crowds out $0.13 in net 
Hoosier Lottery proceeds. We tested the hypothesis that this estimate was equal to he 
Fink and Rork national estimate of $0.56 of crowding out. We are able to reject the 
hypothesis that the degree of crowding out lottery profits for Indiana is as high as this 
national average found by Fink and Rork at the 95% confidence level. Therefore we use 
our estimate ofthe amount of crowding out. , Applying the estimated crowding out of 
$0.13 of  lottery proceeds for each doIiar of gaming taxes to gaming tax revenue io 
Indiana for fiscal year 2005 we estimate that lottery profits are lower by $98,522,784 
because of increased competition from riverboat casinos. 

Spry and Vosbell(2005) estiryte that Indiana charitable gambling tax revenue is 46% 
lower in counties hosting or bordering counties hosting riverboat casinos, Chatitable 
gambling in Indiana is lightly taxed. They estimate approximately $80.9 million is lost 
charitable gambling gross revenue, $9.65 million is in lost proceeds Cor charity, and 
approximately $763,000 is lost in reduced charitable gambIing taxes and fees for thc state 
of Indiana because or competition from riverboat casinos in these counties for fiscal year 
2005. 'The total, corn bined loss o f  lottery profits and charitable gaming taxes is $99.28 
mi I1 ion. 

Riverboat casinos have a very large impact through gaming taxes, property taxes, and 
local incentive payments. They also reduce lottery profits and tax revenues from 
charitable gaming. The total benefit from all these sources is estimated at $763 million 
dollars. 

Net Increase in Profits Accruing to Indiana Residents 

The introduction of riverboat casir~os in Indiana might theoretically change the total 
amount of profits accruing to Indiana ci tizcns from all firms. This net change in profits 
accruing to Indiana citizens should be estimated across all Indiana firms, not just the 
riverboa1 casino sector or the economy. 

Thc tolal, gross increase in profits from riverboat casinos located in Indiana accruing to 
Indiana cilizcr~s is $3.67 million Lor 2003. The reason that the gross profils accruing to 
Indiana citizens fron.1 the Indiana riverboat casino industry is so small is that many peoplc 
around the world own shares in pubiicly traded gaming corporations. This figure is  
greater than [he net change in profits accruing to Lndiana citizens because it is only from 
one industry in the Indiana economy. 

Other scctors of Lhe Indiana economy may liavc rcduccd profits because lhcy arc 
negatively affected by casinos. Tlie entertainment and rccrcatio~~ scctors of the economy 
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have reduced revenues due to casino expansion as documented in the research literature. 
Andeii, Siegel and Yacoub (1998) and Siegel and hders (1999) find displaced revenue 
in amusement and recreation spending due to increased casino spending. 

Changes in Transactional Constraints 

Changes in non-price, transactional constraints are a theoretical benefit for Indiana 
citizens in their pariicipation in the labor market. Whether this theoretical benefit is a 
real-world benefit depends on the functioning of labor markets. If the introduction of 
riverboat casinos changes the fimctioning of the Indiana labor market by reducing 
unemployment caused by transactional con? traints this would be a benefit. There is no 
evidence that introducing riverboat casinos in Indiana results in more liquid labor markets 
with lower long-run unemployment. 

Figure 3.1 shows that the unemployment rate in casino and non-casino counties changes 
in the same manner with the business cycle. There does not appear to be any change in 
the long-run unemployment rate in casino counties compared to non-casino counties after 
the introduction of riverboat casinos in Indiana. Therefore this effect is estimated to be 
zero for Indiana citizens. 

Grinols and Mustard (2001) point out a widespread misunderstanding about the benefits 
and costs of the expansion ofany industry in a region. Thejobs created in a location are 
not equal to the total benefits of a business expansion. Jobs produce Iabor income for 
workers but also cosls to workers. The cost OF any job ta any employee is the cost of 
time and effort that the individual trades to an ernpIoyer lor compensation. 



V. Analysis of Costs 

There are two different ways to estimate the external costs of gambling that have been 
used in peer-reviewed journals articles. One method is to estimate the percenlage of the 
population that is problem or pathological gamblers through a survey. NORC at the 
University of Chicago used this approach For their report to the National Gambling 
Impact Study. (Gerstein, et. al., 1999) This approach then combines the resul ling 
population estimates with estimates on the costs per pathological or problem gambler 
from the problem gambling literature. This approach seeks to estimate the social costs of 
a policy change from prohibition of all forms of gambling to gambling legalization, 
including lotteries and casinos. 

Following this approach exactIy is not appropriate Cor this research projecf because i t  
seeks to estimate the benefits and costs from Indiana's currcnt riverboat policy regimc. 
Under the alternative policy regime here would still be cxternal wsk to Indiana residents 
born casino gambling in other states, charitable gambling, lotteries, arid illegal gambling. 
An estimate of the marginal, incremental number of additional pathological or problem 
gamblers due Lo Indiana's current pol icy regime would be required to use a modification 
of this approach. There is some evidence From other states, such as Iowa, on the change 
in the number of pahological or problem gamblers associated with increased availability 
of gambling. Lndiana data on calls to the problem gambling help-line by geographical 
location helps identify the geographical relationship between proximity to a riverboat 
casino and the fraction of the population contacting problem gambling organizations. 

The second approach uses a large dataset of demographic data by geographical area for 
ycars before and after a change in policy regime to estimate the effects of the policy 
change. An idea research design would utilize a panel of county-Ievel data for the entire 
country for many years during which casino expanded into addilional counlies. A Iarge 
data set reduces sampling variation. Demographic data ailows researchers to control for 
many factors besides the opening of a casino. Panel data allows researchers to control for 
the idiosyncrasies of each county. 'I'his approach estimates the treatment effect of interest 
to policymakers in Indiana: the incremental effect of Indiana riverboat casinos on 
external costs to Hoosiers. A review of the literature can provide strong slatistical 
evidence of the effect of casino openings on crime and bankruptcy. Evidence on other 
potential social costs is not available using his merhodology in the current literature. 



Problem and Pathological Gambling: Background 

According to She Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of the American Psychiatric 
Associalion (DSM-IV, 1994), "he  essential feature of pathological gambling is persistent 
and recurrent maladaptive gambling behavior that disrupts personal, family, or vocational 
pursuits." 

The DSM-TV Criteria for detcrmining pathologicd gambling are: 
1. Preoccupation: Individual is preoccupied with gambling. 
2. Tolerance: Needs to gamble with increasing amounts of money to achieve 

the desired excitemcn t. 
3- Withdrawal: Is restlcss or irritable when trying to stop or cut down on 

gambling. 
4. Escape: Gambles as a way of escaping horn problems or relieving a 

dysphoric mood. 
5. Chasing: After losing money gambling, often returns another day to get 

even. 
6.  Lying: Lies to family members, therapists, or others to con& the extent 

of involvcrnent with gambling. 
7. Loss of control: Has repeated and unsuccessful efforts to control, cut 

back, or stop gambling. 
8. illegal acts: Has committed illegal acts sucll as forgery, fraud, theft, or 

embezlzlernent to finance gambling. 
9. Risked significant relationship: Has jeopardized or lost a significant 

relationship, joh, or educational or career opportunity because of 
gambling. 

ro. Bailout: Relics on others to provide money to relive a desperate financial 
situation. 

An individual must exhibit a minimum of five of the above DSM-lV characteristics to be 
classified as a pathological gambler. An individual who reports three or four of thc DSM- 
I V characteristics is classified as a problem gambler. An at-risk gambler is one who 
reports one or two of the DSM-IV criteria. The above definitions are used in 
epidemiological studies. However, problem gambling is also widely used as a term to 
refer to individuals who experience difficulties with their gambling (Volberg 200 1). 'I'his 
section of the report uses the formal definitions oFat-risk, problem, and pathological 
gambler. 

In reporting the prcvalence oCproblern and pathological gambling thc proportion of thc 
population currcntl y exhibiting thcse behaviors is used to determine tllc past year 
prcvalence of probleni md pathological gambling. The proporlion of the population who 
either have in the past or currently exhibit these behaviors is used to delermine the 
lifetime proporlion of problem or pathological gamblers. This aIIows one to distinguish 
between individuals who currently exhibit problem or pathological gambling behavior 
and those who have exhibited these behaviors in thc past. 



In 1988, (he third edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-111) was 
published. This version of the DSM featured a systematic approach to psychiatric 
diagnosis. DSM-III included diagnostic criteria for problem gambling. This set of 
criteria was used to develop the South Oaks GambIing Screen (SOGS). SOGS was the 
standard bol in the fieId until the mid 1 990s when the revised DSM-IV criteria where 
pu bIished. 

Table 5.0: - Critieria for Classifying Respondents to the National Gambling Problem 
Survey 

Classification Criteria I Response 

The NORC Gambling Impact and Dehavior Study (1999) implements the DSM-TV 
criteria by creating a screen, the NODS screen. The NODS screen consists of 1 7 lifetime 
items and 17 corresponding past-year ilems. Each of the items can be matched up with 
one o€ the 10 criteria on the DSM-IV list. In the national survey, NORC chose to 
adminisrer the NODS only to hose respondents who admitted to ever losing $100 or 
more eilher in a single day of gambling or over an entire year of gambling at some time 
in [heir lifc. The NODS screen classifies individuals as low-risk gamblers, at-risk 
gamblers, problem gamblers, and pathological gamblers. Table 5.0 illustrates the 
classification criteria respondents. NODS only identifies potential pro blcm gamblers, 
clinical diagnosis is necessary for a conclusive diagnosis. Despite this facl, this report 
will follow the terminology used in the NORC study and refer to hose diagnosed as 
probable pathological gamblers as pathological gambles. 

Non-Gambler 

Low risk gambler 

Has Never Gambled 
Gambled. but never lost more than $100 in a single day at year 
Lost more than $100 in a single day or year but reported no OSM- 
IV criteria 

If Respondent Answers - Lost more than $100 in a single day or year AND Reporled 
At-Risk GambIer 
Problem gambIer 

Pathological gambler 

One or two DSM-IV criteria 
Three or four DSM-1V criteria 
Five or more DSM-IV criteria 

Source: Gerstein, el a(.. Gambling Behavior and Impact Study (1999). 



Prevslcnce of Pathological and Problem Gamblers 

The NORC Study (1 999) uses a RIID (Random Digit Dialing) survey combined with a 
Patron Survey of individuals at gaming facilities to estimate the prevalence of problem 
and pathological gambling in the US population. The NORC study reports that 1.5% of 
the population can be classified as lifetime problem gamblers and 0.7% can be classified 
as previous year problem gamblers. Furthermore, 1.2% of the population can be 
classified as lifetime pathoIogica1 gamblers and 0.6% are past year problem gamblers. 
Thus the prevalence of lifetime problem and pathological gamblers is 2.7% and the 
prevalence of past year problem and pathologicd gamblers is 1.3%. 

Table 5.1: - Estimated Percentages of Adult Pathoiogical and Problem 
Gamblers; National Studies I 

National 
University Harvard National Oplnlon 

of Met- Reseamh Research 
Michlgan analysis Council Center 

Category (1976) (I 997) (1 998) (I 998) 

Lifetime Pathological Gamblers 0.8% 1.6% 1.5% 
Pasl Year Pathological Gamblers NA 1-1% 0.9% 0.6% 1-29b 1 

Lifetime Problem Gamblers 2.3% 3.9% 3.9% 1 .5% 
Past Year Problem Gamblers N A 2.8% 2.0% 0.7% 

Swrrz: National Gambling Impad Study Commission F~nal Rsporl(1999) I 

A Harvard mcta-analysis (Volbcrg 200 1 )  of 120 North American problem gambling 
studies finds a prevalence ratc of 1.6% for lifetime patholagicaI gamblers and a rate of 
1.14% for past year pathological gamblers. The prevalence ratc for lifetime problem 
gamblers is 3.85% and the rate for past ycar problem gamblers is 2.8%. The Harvard 
study also finds that prevalence rates in studies fiorn 1 994 to 1996 are significantly 
higher than prevalence rates in studies from 1975 to I 993. This change corresponds 
roughly with the increase in [he availability of gambling opportunities. The NORC and 
Harvard studies find that there are higher incidences of pathological and problem 
gambling among active gamblers. These results are show in Table 5.2. 

r Table 5.2: - Prevalence of Pathological and 
ProbLem Gamblers Combined 

I Study: J A W  I 
I Active Casino Gamblers 6.4% 4.6% 

Active Lottery Gamblers 5.2% 3.6% 
Active Racetrack Gamblers 25.0% 14.0% 

I Sourn: Gerstein, et.al. Gambling Behavior and lolpad SlvUy (1999). and 
Polerw. Kosten, and Rounsaville, Palhologrcal Gambling. Journal allhe 
AmerEcan M e d a l  Assmialhn (2DO I )  L 



'The NORC study also reports the prevalence of pathological and problem gambling for 
several demographic groups. Males are more Iikely to be problem and pathological 
gamblers than females. African-Americans exhibit higher rates of past-year and lifetimc 
problcrn and pa[hological gambling than do Whites. While IJispanics have lower rates of 
problem and pathoIogica1 gambling compared to Whites. 

Table 5.3: -Prevalence of Lifetime and Past-Year Gambing 
Problems by Demographics 

Demographic I Probtem Gamblers I Pathological Gamblers 
Characteristic Life Year Life Year 

Gender 
Male 2.0% 0.9% 1.7% 0.8% 

Female 1.1% 0.6% 0.8% 0.3% 
Race 
White 1.4% 0.6% 1.0% 0.5% 
Black 2.7% 1.7% 3.2% 1.5% 

Hispanic 0.9% 0.7% 0.5% 0.1% 
Other 1.2% 0.5% 0.9% 0.4% 

I Source: Gerslein, el-al.. Gambling Behaviw and Impad Study (1 999). I 

In 1998, the Gambling Studies Unit of Louisiana Stale University Medical Ccnter in 
S hreveport perrormed a study to estirnatc thc prcvalcnce of problem and patl~ological 
gambling among Indiana residents. The Indiana sludy finds a lifetime Icvel or 
pathological gambling for Indiana residents of 0.8%, a rate that is significantly different 
from the Harvard Medical School Division on Addictions adult IiFctime gambling 
eslirnate or 1.6%. The lifetime problem gambling rate €or Indiana residents of 5.3%, 
while higher than the Harvard adult l ifetimc cstimate of 3.85%, is not stalistically 
different horn that number. 

The lndiana study also takes a cursory look at the social cost of gambling. The study 
reports hat level 1 garnblcrs reported significantly (al the 5% Icvel) less lost time at work 
than level 2 and 3 gamblers. Only 1.4% of Ievel 1 gamblers reported problcms with 
drugs or alcohol in the past year, while 5.2% of level 2 and 13 -6% of lcvel 3 gamblers 
reported these problems. Level 3 gamblers also sought more counseling, inpatient 
treatment, and padicipated more in self-help groups. These findings should bc 
intcrpreled with caution due to the small sample size ( 155 leveI 2 gamblers, 22 IeveI 3 
gam biers), hut they do suggest a higher incidcncc of ncgativc outcomes for problem and 
palhoIogica1 gamblers (levc 12 and 3,  respec ti vel y). 

Analysis of Indiana's Voluntary Exclusion Program 

Since July 1,2004, the ten riierboat casinos operating in Indiana have participated in a 
Voluntary ExcIusion Program (VEP). Individuals can self exclude from all Indiana 
riverboats by filing a single form witnessed by an lndiana Gaming Commission agcnt. 
The VEP allows individuals to sign up at any Indiana casino or the offices of the [ndiana 



Gaming Commission in Indianapolis to be cxcloded for onc year, Five years, or a lifetime, 
"it is the responsibilityof the VEP participant to stay away Prom aming areas of the 
casinos and not the responsibility ofthe IGC or gaming facility."' Dafa on enrollment in 
VEP as of December 29,2005 was provided by the Indiana Gaming Commission. 
Enrollment in VEP does not rquire an individual Lo bc classified as a problem or 
pathological gambler according to a diagnostic screen. However, enrollment in VEP 
strongly suggests that an individual personally believes that he has a problem with 
gambling at casinos. 

Table 5.4: Location of VEP 
Registration 

Percent of 
Casino Count Total 

Argosy 143 
Aztar 27 
Belterra 47 
Blue Chip 65 
Caesars 196 
Grand Victoria 62 
Horses hoe 180 
IGC Office 6 
Majestic Star 80 
Resorts 125 
Trump 100 

TotaI 1,031 

Souror Indiana Gaming Cwnmission. VEP All 
Membws Summary: m b e r  29.2005. I 

Table 5.4 shows the Iocation of individuals registered with VEP. Regislration in the VEP 
occurred at a riverboat casino for 99.42% of program rncmbers. The remaining 6 
individuals registered in VEP at h e  Indianapolis offices of the Indiana Gaming 
Commission. 

Table 5.5: - VEP Participation by 
Duration of Exclusion 

Exclusion 
Period Count Percent 

One Year 328 32% 
Five Years 214 21% 
Life 489 47% 

Total 1,03 1 100% 

S w e ,  l n d i a ~  Gaming CommissiM. -YEP All 
Members Summary.' December 29,2005 

a 
2005 Annual Report of lhe Indiana Gaming Commission. p. 14. 














































































































